Abstract-We propose to use an additional injection beam of short wavelength to enhance the wavelength conversion that utilizes the four-wave-mixing (FWM) effect in a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). With this scheme, the assist light can increase the saturation intensity without sacrificing the gain of an SOA, and this leads to an increase in conversion efficiency. A numerical method dealing with various FWM mechanisms, such as amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise, longitudinal spatial hole burning, and wavelength-dependent gain spectrum, is developed to predict the static characteristics of our scheme. The carrier densities are nonuniformly distributed along the longitudinal direction of the SOA as a result of the ASE effect, which affects the measurement of the wavelength-dependent transparent current. The effects of an assist light on saturation output power and conversion efficiency are analyzed in detail. The analysis shows that using an assist light can improve both the conversion efficiency and signal-to-background-noise ratio (SBR) for SOAs of different lengths. The degree of improvement depends on the bias condition, assist light wavelength, and the device geometry. The study for the device optimization reveals that a compromise between conversion efficiency and SBR must be made to choose the device length.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE use of the nonlinear mechanism of semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) in advanced communication systems has been growing rapidly in recent years. One of the mechanisms to be exploited for wavelength conversion is four-wave mixing (FWM). The wavelength conversion by virtue of the FWM process in an SOA offers advantages such as multiwavelength conversion capability [1] , transparency to the modulation format and data rate, and fiber dispersion compensation.. However, this technique suffers from low conversion efficiency and signal degradation caused by the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise in the device. To raise the FWM conversion efficiency in SOAs, an ultrafast relaxation-related gain process is dominant [2] . As a rule of thumb, is a good measure to obtain high FWM conversion efficiency [3] .
is the unsaturated gain and is the saturation power of the SOA. In general, increasing the gain and/or saturation power will enhance the conversion efficiency. The fact that is inversely proportional to the carrier lifetime will in turn make it necessary to speed up the carrier recovery rate of the SOA.
A novel device termed a light-holding SOA (LHSOA) has been proposed to improve the carrier dynamics through the injection of an external assist light [4] . The assist-light wavelength is typically chosen to be located in the gain region [5] or toward the transparent wavelength [4] , [6] . In the latter case, the saturation power will increase without sacrificing the gain. We have demonstrated experimentally [7] that the saturation intensity and FWM wavelength conversion efficiency of an SOA could be raised with an assist light. The assist light can enhance the conversion efficiency by larger than 5 dB and the signal-to-background-noise ratio (SBR) by about 3 dB when the SOA is biased at the corresponding transparency.
In this paper, our main goals are to present a detailed analysis of the novel wavelength conversion based on the FWM and LHSOA techniques. The analysis will be used for optimizing the performance of the LHSOA technique. It can also be extended for investigating the dynamic responses of the LHSOA-based wavelength converters. We present a numerical analysis using quasi-steady-state coupled equations as well as rate equations in LHSOAs. The effects of introducing an assist light are investigated by using a comprehensive model for wavelength-dependent gain, carrier-dependent loss, and noise. The particular analysis includes the effects of carrier-density modulation (CM) or pulsation, carrier heating (CH), and spectral hole burning (SHB), which dominate the FWM interactions over bandwidths into the terahertz range [8] . We calculate the output ASE spectrum and account for the spatial dependence of the population inversion and the spectral dependence of the gain. This enables us to determine the output SBR as well as the noise figure of the conversion process.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section II, the static model based on FWM coupled equations and rate equations are described in detail. We investigate to elucidate the effect of ASE on amplifier gain as well as the wavelength dependence of transparent current in Section III. In Section IV, we put emphasis on the performance assessment of the SOA with the injection of an assist light. Static characteristics such as conversion efficiency 0018-9197/04$17.00 © 2004 IEEE and SBR are discussed here. Section V discusses the choice of the LHSOA device length with the tradeoff between the noise performance and conversion efficiency. We foresee that the assisted beam can provide larger performance enhancement for shorter devices. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. MODELING FWM IN SOAS
We have developed a numerical model to analyze the static characteristics in LHSOAs. The model is based on position-dependent rate equations for the carrier density and the optical propagation equations in both directions for the whole spectrum of ASE and injected signals. Therefore, the model accounts for a nonuniform carrier distribution and can solve both below-and above-threshold conditions. The model further includes a phenomenological expression for the total loss coefficient in the active layer, which explains the carrier-induced loss mechanisms. In addition, we also take into account both the spectral dependence and the carrier density dependence of the material gain to obtain a wavelength-dependent transparency. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of our static SOA model. The model can easily be extended to analyze large-signal dynamic responses. The SOA is assumed to have negligible reflectivity at the end facets, and therefore no reflected waves are considered.
The major role of an assist light in a LHSOA is to hold the carrier density and thus enhance the gain saturation as optical signals are injected into the device. The usual way of describing gain saturation is by relating the gain coefficient to the optical power by , where is the unsaturated gain coefficient. Such an expression can not be applied to LHSOA since the assist light usually locates far away from the gain peak and has very different gain coefficeint from the other beams. Thus, we use the rate equation to describe the gain saturation. Besides, including the spatial distributions of the light power, carrier, and loss is critical for investigating the effects of the assist light.
A. General Formalism
To account for the interaction between carrier density and photon density , we divide the SOA into a number of uniform sections of length and solve the rate equation in each section. The carrier density in section of each SOA at time is evaluated by the rate equation (1) where is the current density, is the electron charge, is the active region thickness, is the confinement factor, is the group velocity of light, is the material gain, is the average photon density, and the subscript stands for , and for the pump, signal, conjugate, and assist light, respectively. is the ASE recombination rate. The average photon density is calculated by (2) where is the traveling wave amplitudes in the unit of (W) for pump, signal, conjugate, and assist light; is photon energy and is the cross-sectional area of the active layer. The material gain is both carrier-and wavelength-dependent. In order to model the asymmetric gain profile, the gain spectrum is assumed to be cubic and the material gain is approximated by [9] (3) where , and are gain constants, is the carrier density at transparency for the peak wavelength , which is assumed to shift linearly with the carrier density, i.e., , with being the peak wavelength at transparency. Nonlinear gain compression is included in the model through (1) where the carrier density is influenced by the total photon density of the SOA given by the stimulated emission and the ASE. Note that (3) allows us to model the wavelength-dependent transparent carrier density, for which most previous analyses fail to account.
The recombination rate depends on the carrier density and is given by (4) where is the unimolecular recombination constant caused by trapping sites, is the bimolecular spontaneous radiative recombination coefficient, and is the Auger recombination coefficient. The effective carrier lifetime , which includes contributions from both the spontaneous and stimulated recombination, indicates how fast the carrier density can be modulated and can be expressed by [10] (5) where is the differential carrier lifetime equal to the inverse of the derivative of the spontaneous recombination rate to the carrier density. Obviously, the effective lifetime can be shortened by injecting an assist light.
The material loss coefficient in the active layer is modeled as a linear function of carrier density [11] , and are the carrier-independent and carrier-dependent absorption loss coefficients, respectively, and represents the intrinsic material loss. is mainly due to intervalenceband absorption and free carrier absorption. The carrier-dependent loss is important for considering the effects of using an assist beam. The net modal gain is given in [12] as (6) where and are the loss in the cladding and the scattering loss at heterostructure interfaces, respectively.
A typical buried-heterostructure (BH) SOA operating in the 1.55-m wavelength is considered for our simulation. Table I   TABLE II  NONLINEAR (FWM) SOA PARAMETERS shows the simulation and device parameters used in our simulation and the nonlinear (FWM) SOA parameters are summarized in Table II .
B. Mixing Geometry and Coupled Wave Equations
We consider the nondegenerate FWM in an SOA with co-directionally injected pump and signal waves of optical powers and and frequencies and , respectively. The FWM interaction between the two beams generates a conjugate signal wave at frequency . Assuming that the signal power is much smaller than the pump power, the other FWM signal at can be neglected. Three relaxation-related gain mechanisms, including carrier density modulation, carrier heating, and spectral hole burning, play key roles for FWM-based wavelength converters [13] .
In our model, the wave-mixing between the assist beam and the FWM beams is neglected because of large spacing in the frequency domain between the assist beam and the FWM beams. We attribute the major effect of injecting an assist light to the improvement on the gain saturation characteristic of an SOA. Thus, the effect is considered through (1). The assist light also enhances the effective carrier lifetime, as given by (5), and the saturation intensity for the CM effect. Therefore, the assist light is not included in the following formulation for the FWM process. The influence of adding an assist light on the SHB and CH effects is neglected in our analysis. The saturation powers for carrier heating and spectral hole burning processes are relatively large due to their fast relaxation times.
To simplify the analysis, we adopt a phenomenological model to account for the contribution of various nonlinear mechanisms to the FWM process. A detailed quantum-mechanical analysis can be used for calculating the SHB and CH effects but requires complex formulism. The quasi-steady-state evolution of the pump, signal, and conjugate wave amplitudes is given by the coupled equations [13] (7) (8) (9) where is the linewidth enhancement factor of an SOA induced by carrier density modulation. We assume that the phasematch condition, , is satisfied due to short device length and low dispersion of the SOA [13] . For clarity, the subscript for section number has been omitted in (7)- (9).
Higher order wave mixing processes between the newly generated waves and the input waves are neglected by assuming that the input pump power is much stronger than the input signal power. Gain saturation due to self-phase modulation-type terms as well as cross-phase modulation-type terms and gain asymmetry are all accounted for in (7)- (9) [13] . The FWM coupling is described in the last terms of (7)- (9), assuming that contributions from CM, SHB, and CH are independent. The coefficients are given by [13] (10) where is the total optical power inside the amplifier. The saturation power for CM is defined by , in which the frequency dependence of the gain has been neglected under the assumption that the three beams reside in the vicinity of the gain peak.
From (10), phase interferences between multiple mechanisms cause an asymmetry in the mixing with respect to upand down-conversion. The relaxation lifetimes are given by for carrier modulation as well as and for heating and hole burning, respectively. The saturation power and linewidth enhancement factor are given for each processes. The term appears only in the denominator of the carrier modulation contribution due to the extremely high saturation powers for CH and SHB.
We have taken into account the effect of the assist light by incorporating in . Using an assist light increases . The prounced contribution from the assist light is to the gain coefficient ( , and ). In the previous literature, the gain coefficient is accompanied by in the denominator to account for the gain saturation. Here, as described before, the gain saturation is accounted for by using (1) . Under a saturation condition, the optical power depletes carrier density and then decreases the gain. The assist beam can be absorbed and then supplies carriers as the injected light causes severe gain saturation. For example, if the SOA is biased at the current corresponding to the transparent current of the assist beam, the beam generates carriers once the carrier is depleted by the pump or signal beams. The holding of gain by an assist light under large pump and signal powers results in a significant improvement on the FWM efficiency.
C. ASE Noise
One of the main processes to be considered in analyzing an SOA-based wavelength converter is the ASE noise, because it determines the SNR and noise figure of the converter [14] - [18] . The output amplified spontaneous noise power in a bandwidth of around optical frequency is given by [14] ( 11) where is the spatial distribution of carrier density and is represented as a constant in each section in our model. is the spontaneous emission factor given by [15] (12)
Since the carrier density in the th section is assumed to be constant, the net gain over the section is . The gain coefficents and are given in (3) and (6), respectively, but the function form is modified by replacing the argument with . The ASE power at optical frequency within the bandwidth at the output of the th section is obtained by integration of (11) over the section length for the special case of homogeneous carrier density [16] (13)
The ASE output at the th section can be divided into two contributions: The first term in (13) represents the amplified ASE noise from the previous section, while the second term is the ASE noise generated within the th section. The backward propagating ASE power can be calculated similarly by summing up the contributions from the th section and the current ( th) section.
The ASE recombination rate in (1) is then given by (14) For the numerical calculation, (14) is completed by a finite sum over the 32 spectral slices into which the ASE spectrum is divided. The ASE recombination rate includes the contributions from both the forward and backward propagating ASEs.
D. Numerical Analysis Procedures
As a starting point for the simulation, the carrier densities in each section is obtained using the carrier density rate equation (1) by neglecting the stimulated and spontaneous emission. Solving allows us to calculate the FWM coupling coefficient as well as the gain coefficient for every section. The traveling-wave amplitudes for the th section can be calculated by solving the coupled equations (7)- (9), which comprise the FWM interactions. The evolution of the assist light is calculated simply by propagating it from the output end to the input end. The backward and forward ASEs are calculated using (13) by dividing the major spectral content into 32 uniform slices. The average photon densities are then calculated from and using (2) , and the ASE recombination rate is calculated using (14) . Finally, the carrier densities are updated by iteration using (1). The covergent criterion for the iteration is fulfilled as the right-hand side of (1) reaches less than 10 for all the sections. In this manner, the fields and injected carrier densities for all sections of the amplifier can be calculated. The profile of the longitudinal field distribution of the amplified signal, injected carrier density, and material gain can also be calculated simultaneously.
III. TRANSPARENT CONDITION AND CARRIER DISTRIBUTION
The transparent condition of an SOA corresponds to the condition that the material gain of the SOA is zero for the incident wavelength. The transparent current for an assist light is usually determined from comparing the gain-versus-current curves at a given wavelength between the presence and absence of the assist light. The transparency locates at the intersection of the two curves, since the gain is not changed for the presence of the assist light.
Obviously, the longitudinal profile of the carriers along the active waveguide plays an important role in determining the transparent current of a LHSOA. In this section, we will elucidate the effect of ASE on material gain and the wavelength dependence of transparent current.
A. The Effects of ASE on Transparent Current
To understand the effects of ASE on the transparent current, we compare the gain curves and carrier distribution in two cases, i.e., with and without taking into account the ASE. Fig. 2(a) shows the gain curves at 1550 nm for the cases with and without a 1480-nm assist light, in which the ASE is ignored. The two curves intersect at 102 mA of the bias current, which corresponds to the transparent current for the 1480-nm light. This value is nearly the same as the default material transparent current. The computed carrier density distribution as a function of bias current without ASE is shown in Fig. 2(b) . From this figure, it can be seen that the carrier concentration increases with the bias current regardless of whether an assist light is added or not. For the case without an assist light, the carrier density distributes uniformly along the cavity length except for high-bias conditions. The distribution changes if an assist light is injected into the SOA. Below the transparency ( mA), the assist light of which the wavelength locates at the absorption region will provide carriers near the output facet. In contrast, above the transparency ( mA), the wavelength of the assist light is located at the gain region, which depletes the carrier near the output facet. Therefore, as we expect, the injection of an assist light can alter the carrier concentration. The deeper the assist light penetrates into an SOA, the less the carrier concentration is altered due to the attenuation of the assist light.
The transparent current refers to the current at which the overall signal gain coefficient is zero. As the ASE is included, Fig. 3(a) shows that the transparent current increases to 105 mA for 1480-nm assist light, which is larger than the default value. The amplifier gain reduces and the gain saturation comes to occur at a smaller current. We attribute this behavior to the ASE effect and will explain it as follows. Fig. 3(b) shows the computed carrier density distribution for different bias with ASE being considered. Many features can be observed from this figure. First, well below saturation, the carrier density is uniformly distributed along the longitudinal direction and increases with the applied current. Second, above saturation, the carrier density has a maximum in the middle of the device and minimum at the facets. The carrier profile is symmetrical and is determined by the ASE recombination rate that depletes the carriers near the input and output ends. As the ASE power is strongest at the facets as a result of the amplification action, the recombination rate is also strongest at the facets, leading to a lower carrier density. We can thus conclude that the increased transparent current is mainly a result of the ASE. The ASE consumes carriers near the facets, so more current must be applied to provide the same gain, and this in turn generates The computed carrier density distribution inside the active layer of the LHSOA as a function of the applied current with and without an assist light at 1480 nm. The ASE is included in this case. Broken curves: without assist light; curves with markers: with assist light. The current varies from 80 to 220 mA with a step of 20 mA. more ASE. As a third point, it can be seen that the nonuniformity of the carrier density distribution increases with the applied current. This is again due to the increase in ASE power with current, which leads to a strong carrier recombination near the facets. As the mean value of the carrier density increases with current, it means that the carrier density decreases toward the facets while it increases in the middle of the active layer, and therefore the nonuniformity of the carrier density distribution increases.
B. Wavelength Dependence of Transparent Point
For wavelength conversion, both the SOA gain and saturation power need to be as high as possible. When a shorter wavelength assist light is used, the SOA can be operated at a higher bias level and still provide transparency to the assist light. Therefore, it is possible to obtain both high conversion efficiency and large improvement from using a short-wavelength assist light. In our scheme, higher injection current is required to make the gain material transparent for the assist light of shorter wavelength. By doing so, the material gain will increase for the signal and pump beams. A larger output saturation power and the accompanying performance improvement are thus attained due to the increase in the saturation power.
It is worth noting that there is no intersection between the curves with and without a 1460-nm assist light in Fig. 3(a) . This was also observed in the experiments. Once again, the effect of ASE makes the cause. Fig. 4 shows that the computed carrier density distribution as a function of the applied current with and without an assist light at 1460 nm. The transparent current is larger for a shorter wavelength of assist light. The ASE enhances with current and in turn enlarges the nonuniformity of the carrier density distribution, leading to the bouncing of the assist light among gain region, transparent point, and absorption region at different sections along the whole cavity. In particular, a shorter wavelength assist light will be located at the absorption region and provide more carriers to increase the amplifier gain as a result of the serious carrier depletion resulted from the strong ASE near the output facet. These effects will accumulate so that the gain could be raised to prevent it from crossing over the gain curve without an assist light.
IV. STATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF AN LHSOA
In this section, we explore the effects of introducing an assist light in SOAs as well as analyze the dependence of the conversion efficiency and SBR on input pump power, input signal power, and wavelength detuning in an LHSOA.
A. Output Saturation Power
As mentioned above, the gain saturation limits the efficiency of SOA-based wavelength converters. The use of an assist light at transparency will maintain the separation of the quasi-Fermi levels and enhances the gain recovery time. The assist light can be transparent in the steady state and has negative gain after a signal pulse is amplified . As long as the assist light term of (1) is negative, i.e., , the recovery time becomes shorter than . A larger assist power gives a shorter recovery time and hence a larger saturation power.
The gain saturation characteristic of the SOA at different biases with and without a 1480-nm assist light is compared in Fig. 5 , where the chip gain is plotted as a function of the signal output power at the facet. The assist light injection improves the saturation output power by 6 dB without reducing the unsaturated gain as the SOA is biases at the transparency for the assist light. The improvement of the gain saturation is also observed at a bias current of 200 mA. In this case, the improvement in gain saturation is accompanied by a reduction in the unsaturated gain. Fig. 5 also shows the improvement on saturation output power from using a 1470-nm assist light at the corresponding transparency. The pump and signal lights experience a larger gain due to an increase in the saturation power by the assist light. This will help to increase the conversion efficiency. We must emphasize that the saturation power at 136 mA with a 1470-nm assist light is larger than that at 200 mA without an assist light. In practical use, applying a smaller bias current can avoid the device degradation induced by the thermal effect that often occurs at higher bias current.
B. Conversion Efficiency
The gain of an SOA can be simply raised by increasing the SOA bias current, but the ultimate gain is limited as a result of the thermal effect and ASE at the high-injection level. On the other hand, adding an assist light can further increase the gain and/or the saturation output power. Fig. 6 shows the conversion efficiency as a function of the wavelength shift for a pump power of 3 dBm and a signal power of 10 dBm. The conversion efficiency is defined as the ratio of the output conjugate signal power to the input signal power. The conversion efficiency decreases at a large detuning frequency because of the frequency response of the nonlinear processes. In addition, the down-conversion efficiency is higher than the up-conversion efficiency. This is due to the wavelength dependent gain and partially destructive/constructive phase interference among the FWM mechanisms. Fig. 7 shows the calculated conversion efficiency as a function of the input pump power for different signal power without and with an assist light of 20-dBm power at a wavelength shift of 4 nm. Increasing the pump power can raise the conversion efficiency, but the conversion efficiency decreases with the pump power after the SOA encounters severe gain saturation.
In these figures, the conversion efficiency is up-shifted with the injection of an assist light. That is, the maximal conversion occurs for almost the same pump power but the efficiency increases as the assist light is present. The effective carrier lifetime is reduced by introducing an assist light and in turn extends the output saturation power of the SOA. Improved FWM conversion efficiency is thus benefited from these advantageous effects.
C. SBR
The SBR is crucial for evaluating the feasibility of an SOAbased wavelength converter. The SBR is defined as (15) where is the ASE power measured at the converted wavelength within a certain optical bandwidth at the SOA output. Fig. 8 shows the dependence of SBR on the pump power. The result shows a maximum beyond which the SBR decreases with saturation. If we describe the conversion efficiency as [19] , then the expression of the SBR is given by (16) where depends only on the detuning between the pump and signal wavelengths and is the optical bandwidth of the filter.
stands for the chip gain of the pump, signal, and conjugate beams. To roughly estimate the trend of the SBR against pump power and gain, the chip gains are all approximated to be . Thus, (16) indicates that the SBR varies approximately in the form of for a given . Below the saturation, and are constant, so the SBR is proportional to . In deep saturation, is inversely proportional to , giving an almost constant product. Consequently, the SBR decreases due to the increase in . Therefore, the SBR reaches a maximum at a moderate pump level. The optimal pump power for maximal conversion efficiency is different from the optimal one for maximal SBR. This trend is consistent with the literature. The SBR is again improved by applying an assist light. This improvement is regarded as an extra benefit provided by the assist light, in addition to its enhancement on the conversion efficiency. The scale and trend of performance improvement are very consistent with the experimental results [7] . Fig. 9 shows the calculated output SBR as a function of the input signal power. The pump powers are 2 and 6 dBm, corresponding approximately to the values that provide maximal CE and SBR, respectively. The results indicate that with 6-dBm pump power and an assist light the output SBR can reach a max- imum of 33 dB. The optimal input signal power for the best SBR shifts from 2 to 5 dBm as an assist light is applied. This again reveals the benefits of using an assist light. Since the saturation power is increased, larger pump and signal powers are allowed to propagate in the SOA. This can improve the conversion performance. A typical problem of using an SOA with a high input power is the pattern-dependent distortion and intersymbol interference (ISI) due to the finite gain recovery time of the amplifier [20] . Injecting an assist light at transparency can promote the gain recovery without reducing the amplifier gain, which will be useful for reducing the ISI when the input signal power is higher.
V. CHOICE OF DEVICE LENGTH
As a starting point, is usually considered for optimizing the amplifier geometry. Of particular interest is the question if an increase in , and consequently in , could be a good way to increase the maximum efficiency. The answer is not so evident as it could see and requires further investigation. Indeed, the increase in brings about a stronger reduction of the carrier density along the propagation direction. depends on the carrier density, therefore it changes along the propagation direction. The longer the amplifier is, the stronger this effect. Thus, the assumption of a constant is no longer correct in long devices. Here, we compare the device performance for different lengths of SOAs by keeping the carrier density constant. That is, a current proportional to the device length is applied, and then as well as the input saturation power are determined to calculate the maximum conversion efficiency and SBR as a function of pump power for various device lengths. Table III summarizes the unsaturated gain and input saturation power for SOAs without and with an assist light (data in parenthesis). We note that the gain gradually reaches a maximum as the SOA converter is getting longer. This results from the saturation induced by the strong ASE. However, the device performance can still be improved because of the presence of a very strong pump. This feature explains why the efficiency increases with increasing . In absence of a strong saturation by the ASE, as in the short amplifiers, the efficiency arrives at a maximum when gain saturates. In contrast, the curves for longer devices show a maximum at smaller pump powers. This is due to a larger gain and the presence of very strong ASE. Fig. 11 reports the SBR as a function of the pump power for different values of . Significant improvement of the SBR can be obtained by injecting an assist light. For a shorter device, because of the low gain, the pump power at the output may not be high enough to saturate the amplifier. The converter output is proportional to the square of the pump power and the signal power. This is in agreement with the square dependence of SBR on pump power, as shown in Fig. 11 for the 0.5-mm amplifier. The SBR at high pump power is worse for a longer SOA because of stronger gain saturation and larger ASE.
Injecting an assist light can improve both conversion efficiency and SBR for all the cases shown in Figs. 10 and 11 . For example, the conversion efficiency and SBR can be 7 and 24 dB, respectively, for a 1-mm-long SOA with 2-dBm pump power. The assist light has a more remarkable effect on shorter SOAs. Nevertheless, long SOAs yield higher conversion efficiency. This indicates that a compromise between the conversion efficiency and SBR must be made to assure the system performance. In practical use, low noise degradation of the signal characteristics is strictly required for a wavelength converter because a signal may be converted more than once within the network. Thus, it is more important to optimize the SBR than for applications requiring multiple stages of wavelength conversion. Consequently, a short SOA is preferred and using an assist light can make big difference by improving the SBR. On the other hand, long SOAs can be used for single-stage wavelength conversion. Even in this case, an assist light can still enhance both the conversion efficiency and SBR.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have investigated theoretically the performance of a wavelength converter using an SOA and a CW assist light. Our simulation method took into account the FWM mechanisms, ASE noise, longitudinally variation of the carrier density due to SHB, and wavelength-dependent gain. The nonuniformity of carrier density distribution resulted from the ASE explains the shift in the transparent current for a large bias current. It is shown that the conversion efficiency can be improved by more than 6 dB when the SOA is biased at the transparent current for 20 dBm of 1480-nm assist light. The assist light can also improve the SBR by about 3 dB. These theoretical results are very consistent with the published experimental results. The analysis can be applied to optimize the effects of using an assist light in order to improve the performance of SOA-based wavelength converters. It can also be extended to analyze the dynamic response of a LHSOA.
Using an assist beam can provide greater improvement of the wavelength conversion performance as the SOA is biased at the corresponding transparency for the assist beam. Under our scheme, through the injection of a shorter wavelength assist light, one can expect performance improvements at higher bias current and gain, which is needed for high-efficiency and low-noise FWM wavelength conversion. The analysis suggests that an assist light can provide significant improvement on the SBR for a short SOA. To assure the system performance, a compromise between the conversion efficiency and SBR must be made for choosing the optimal device length.
